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The State of Urban Forestry in the Region 

 

Introduction 

We are living in a time of unprecedented growth in our urban communities. Roughly 80% of the 

U.S. population now lives in cities. The Puget Sound region alone is home to more than three 

million people. The impact of this urbanization on local and regional ecosystems is significant, 

but  a focus on urban sustainability over the past few years is helping reshape how we think 

about and understand our relationship with the natural communities that support our region. The 

concept of urban sustainability is integrally linked with the idea of looking at our urban 

environments as systems and there is an increasing body of research exploring the many complex 

relationships supporting these systems. The cross-disciplinary nature of this research extends 

beyond traditional ecology to include the physical, biological and social sciences. There is still 

much to learn, but current research into many of the complex human-environment interactions is 

driving the field of urban ecology.  

 

Forests play a critical role in shaping the places we live and work. As more and more of our 

landscape becomes urbanized, the overall functions these forests provide are diminished, 

resulting in valuable ecological services lost. Importantly, considering how we manage our 

forests together as a region becomes critical. Understanding how trees and urban forests fit into 

the broader context of urban sustainability is essential.  A significant component to this 
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discussion about urban ecology and urban sustainability is understanding the myriad of 

environmental benefits our urban forests and trees provide. This includes the increasing 

recognition that urban trees and green spaces provide many important socioeconomic and mental 

health benefits.  

 

Many of the valuable ecosystem services these green spaces provide are being lost as our 

forested lands give way to new development . In the Central Puget Sound region, the population 

is expected to grow by 40 percent (to approximately five million people within King, Kitsap, 

Pierce, and Snohomish counties) by the year 2040. As impervious surfaces begin to replace 

green space, this growth puts enormous stress on our urban and natural environments. Planning 

for and accommodating this growth is a critical task for policymakers and planners at all levels 

of government. In order to coordinate urban forest management efforts regionally, we must 

understand urban forestry impacts and actions at the municipal scale in greater detail. 

 

This report is meant to be the first in a series of steps toward a regional strategy for urban forest 

management in the Central Puget Sound. It builds on work being developed through the Green 

Cities program at Forterra and the Regional Open Space Strategy (ROSS) initiative currently 

supported by The Bullitt Foundation, The Russell Family Foundation, National Park Service, and 

the University of Washington. Before planning urban forestry at the regional level, we need a 

better understanding of urban forestry at the municipal scale. The following document highlights 

what is currently happening in urban forest management in the Central Puget Sound, provides 

resources for municipal-scale urban forestry efforts and summarizes next steps and 

recommendations for integrating these initiatives within a larger regional approach to urban 

forestry. 

 

“People no longer see parks, trails and natural areas as amenities, but as essential 

elements of the urban fabric.”  

Mike Houck, Urban Greenspaces Institute 
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The benefits of our urban forests 

It is widely known that our forested 

environments provide significant environmental, 

social, economic and health related benefits to 

our communities. We are fortunate to live in a 

region that has extensive forest resources and a 

long history of utilizing these resources to 

support a growing population. But there is also a 

growing appreciation for how increased 

development is impacting these essential 

resources. The ecosystem services provided by 

our regional forests are significant. The more we 

learn and understand the magnitude of these 

benefits, the more we recognize the importance 

of protecting and restoring the resources 

necessary for maintaining the quality of life we 

cherish in our region. The research into the 

benefits of urban forests is ongoing, but a recent 

symposium hosted by the National Academy of 

Sciences summarized many of these benefits 

(Thomas and Geller, 2013; summarized and adapted below).  

 

Benefits of urban forestry include: 

• Sequestering of carbon, thus contributing directly to climate change mitigation (Green 

Cities Research Alliance 2012, Nowak and Crane 2002);  

• Reduction of air pollution, through direct deposition of pollutants and through cooling 

effects that reduce the formation of ozone (McPherson et al. 1994);  

• Shading of buildings, which can lower energy demand for air conditioning;  

• Reduction of urban heat island (UHI) effects (Vargas 2009, Dixon and Wolf 2007);  

• Interception and evapotranspiration of water runoff, thus buffering local waterways from 

pollution and helping to control stormwater overflow problems (Osborne and Kovacic 

1993, Geiger 2002, Xiao et al. 1998, Saunders 1986);  

• Buffering urban noise (McPherson et al. 2001, Herrington 1974); 

• Provision of vital habitat for wildlife (Nowak et al. 2010, Ruiz-Jaen and Aide 2006); 

• Increase in property values and in the perception of the communities’ aesthetic value 

(Tyravainen and Miettiner 2000, Schroeder 1989); and  

What Are Sustainable Urban Forests?  

“The naturally occurring and planted trees in cities which 

are managed to provide the inhabitants with a continuing 

level of economic, social, environmental and ecological 

benefits today and into the future" (Clark, 1997) 

 

3 Essential Concepts: 

1. Communities must acknowledge that city trees 

provide a wide range of net benefits. 

2. Given the goal of maintaining net benefits over 

time, the regeneration of urban forests requires 

intervention and management by humans. "Urban 

forests cannot be sustained by nature, but by 

people." 

3. Sustainable urban forests exist within defined 

geographic and political boundaries: those of 

cities. 
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• Access to nature, which has increasingly been shown to have significant impacts on 

physical and mental health (Donovan et al. 2013, Louv 2005, Kuo et al. 1998).  

• Supporting the local and regional economic vitality, including timber, agricultural and 

fisheries productivity, recreational tourism and the ability to attract anchor businesses 

through the region's quality of life and stunning landscape. 

 

The Alliance of Community Trees also produced a comprehensive report on the Benefits of 

Trees and Urban Forests (Alliance for Community Trees 2011). 
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The threats to our urban forests 

An increased understanding of our regional systems has led to a greater concern for the threats 

shaping our urban forests. Regional urban forests and open space networks provide critical 

benefits and services to environmental systems and human communities. However, the 

expanding pressures of population growth, urbanization, and the imminent threats of climate 

change are jeopardizing the quality and extent of the Puget Sound basin’s natural 

resources.  Additionally, not all of the region’s citizens benefit equitably from the open space 

resources available. 

 

The Green Everett Partnership (http://www.ci.everett.wa.us/default.aspx?ID=2078) highlights 

six basic problems that are preventing our urban forests from sustaining themselves as native 

habitat. These issues are not unique to Everett, but are representative of the threats facing our 

urban forests across the region. Understanding these problems is an important first step in 

considering how to manage our forest resources into the future. 

 

1. Fragmentation — Past and current growth pressures have resulted in a very fragmented 

system. Increased residential and commercial development throughout the region has led 

to a landscape-scale loss of native trees and a significant decline in regional connectivity 

necessary for successful forest habitat. Native habitat depends on large, intact forested 

areas. Increased development reduces the amount of these valuable core habitats and 

increases the ‘edge effect’, resulting in greater pressures from invasive species and 

human impacts.  

2. Declining canopy — Many of our urban communities have a mix of coniferous and 

deciduous trees that are nearing the end of their natural lifespans. This presents a unique 

challenge for municipalities as there will be a pronounced decline in tree canopy 

coverage over the coming years. This loss of canopy coverage allows invasive plants to 

become the dominant species in many of these areas. It also results in an increased 

demand for maintenance, stretching already tight budgets, while reducing the significant 

stormwater control, habitat, shading, cooling, energy conservation, air purification, and 

aesthetic benefits that tree canopies provide.  

3. Invasive-dominated understory — In many of our developed and developing 

communities, invasive plants now outcompete native understory plants resulting in a 

significant loss to the horizontal and vertical complexity of our forest systems. This 

significantly decreases habitat viability and often reduces many of the ecosystem services 

these systems provide.  

http://www.ci.everett.wa.us/default.aspx?ID=2078
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4. Native trees struggling to regenerate — Native-tree regeneration is greatly limited in 

many of our urbanized communities due to a reduction in seed stock and competition 

with invasive species. 

5. Illegal activity — As cities grow, conflicts between home-owners, businesses, and trees 

increases. The Puget Sound is a topographically diverse area, with rich views of the Puget 

Sound and the Olympic and Cascade mountain ranges. Often, these potential views can 

have a significant impact on property values and can increase the rates of illegal tree 

cutting activity. 

 

The more we understand both the significant benefits urban forests provide for our municipalities 

and the region as a whole and the very real threats those systems are facing, the more we need to 

recognize the importance of our role in managing these resources into the future. Historically, we 

have tended to regard our urban forests as something that would require little, if any, 

management. The idea was that the forests would take care of themselves. It has become very 

evident, however, that this is not an effective strategy. Our urban systems and urban forests are 

now seen as community assets and as a critical part of our green infrastructure. In order to 

maintain and support these assets into the future, we need to focus our efforts on robust and 

informed management strategies that recognize and plan for the myriad of ecosystem services 

our urban forest systems provide. 
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Who is managing our urban forests? 

The more we understand how urban forests benefit our communities and the region as a whole, 

the more we need to think about how best to maintain and build on these resources into the 

future. But that begs the immediate question of who is involved in urban forest management? 

Because the urban forest crosses multiple land uses, ownerships and jurisdictions, a diverse set of 

actors have an impact on forest management. This is true both in terms of the diversity of players 

as well as the geographic scale of the many jurisdictions making decisions on how our forests are 

managed. While a municipality must deal with multiple city departments and elected officials 

(often including departments of planning, parks and public works as well as local utilities and 

elected officials), they also need to consider their jurisdiction in the context of larger 

geographies. These include county, state and federal lands as well as relevant eco-regional 

boundaries. 

 

It is evident in the case studies below that much of the urban forest management efforts 

happening in the Puget Sound region are driven by individual municipalities. This results in a 

patchwork approach to regulation, management and planning. Because different jurisdictions 

have a wide variety of organizational structures, many different sizes and a plethora of different 

motivational drivers, urban forestry implementation varies considerably. But within many of 

these local jurisdictions, there is an increasing sophistication and awareness of how our urban 

forests are managed. There are currently a wide variety of innovative and forward thinking 

strategies being developed and implemented, from communities both large and small. These 

efforts have the potential to significantly advance urban forest management and health in the 

region.  

 

 

 

 

 

"Trees are not merely units to be accounted for, but are inherently part of a natural ecology. 

Collectively, trees are an essential element for human and ecological health through the 

environmental and social functions and services they provide.” 

- Seattle Urban Forest Stewardship Plan 
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Urban and Community Forestry Activities Among Cities: 

• Urban Forest Measurement, including street tree inventories, parks inventories, and 

sample-based studies; 

• Land-use planning involving identification of high-value natural areas, wetlands, habitat 

corridors, and remnant forests and applying relevant powers to these areas.  These 

powers include the power to tax and regulate development, the power to police, and the 

power of eminent domain; 

• Planning, planting, and managing of street trees along the public right-of-way (Miller, 

1988); 

• Management of Parks and Open-space vegetation; 

• Regulation of public and/or privately owned trees, through the passage of vegetation 

ordinances; 

• Administration and analysis of UCF-related programs and partnerships by setting 

budgets and allocating funds, engaging in community outreach, coordinating with 

businesses, contractors, public and private utilities and state transportation agencies 

(Miller, 1988). 

In addition to municipal-level initiatives, an increasing number of regional initiatives have been 

developed to create opportunities for a more coordinated approach to urban forest management. 

The Central Puget Sound Regional Open Space Strategy (ROSS) has been initiated to conserve 

and enhance open space systems that contribute to the ecological, economic, social, recreational, 

and aesthetic vitality value of our region. The ROSS is facilitating and directing an alliance 

between a broad spectrum of agencies and nonprofit and private organizations to advance on a 

multi-dimensional, integrated set of priority actions and tools for regional open space planning 

and stewardship in the Central Puget Sound. A specific emphasis is placed on social justice, 

human health, economic development, biodiversity, and climate change adaptation and 

mitigation. 

 

One of the main challenges driving the ROSS project is that, while there are numerous ongoing 

open space and environmental protection projects in our region, they are often siloed and rarely 

coordinated. Their effectiveness can be greatly enhanced by making connections, optimizing 

benefits, and directing resources to the most critical priorities. Our urban forests are an essential 

component of this regional open space system and our current management strategies struggle 

with similar challenges of distributed and uncoordinated efforts. Ecological systems must be 

considered, not only at the municipal scale, but also at the watershed and regional scales. This, in 
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turn, requires inter-jurisdictional solutions. Efforts like the ROSS present an important 

opportunity for providing both technical and financial support to municipalities attempting to 

guide forest management in their communities, establishing a unique and important regional-

scale context. Our urban forests, while providing numerous site- and community-scale benefits, 

are directly linked to the regional systems around them and it is critical to integrate this regional 

context into the local decision making process.  
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6 Highly Important Components for Urban 

Forest Management in Washington State:  

• Tree inventory, 

• Forest or tree management plan, 

• Routine tree care, 

• Tree code and ordinances, 

• Tree protection/retention ordinance, & 

• Arbor Day celebration (Wolfe, K. 

2007). 

How are we managing our urban forests? 

The need for adaptive management 

In order to "preserve, sustain, and regenerate our urban forests over time”, we need to approach 

urban forest management with an integrated approach. This requires an understanding of the 

adaptive nature of our urban systems and design of a plan that reflects this potential for change. 

As Seattle has articulated in its current Urban Forest Stewardship Plan, “in order to meet our 

long-term goals, we must recognize that we are faced with an adaptive challenge that requires 

individuals, communities, and institutions to change their values, behavior, and their attitudes 

about urban trees.” Without proper management and consideration of the adaptive nature of this 

management, the overall function and the ecosystem service benefits that urban forests provide 

will be difficult to maintain.  

 

Integrating adaptive management strategies into our urban forest plans is critical. Adaptive 

management is a process which systematically improves management policies and practices over 

time. It is a repeating cycle of six steps: problem assessment, strategy development, 

implementation, monitoring, evaluation, and strategy adjustment. Once an evaluation is 

complete, new information gathered from monitoring is used to reassess the problem and 

develop new strategies as needed. Then implementation, monitoring, and evaluation occur, and 

the cycle begins again (see Green Everett Partnership 2013).  

 

Components of successful management 

strategies 

Measure: Successful management requires first 

understanding the extent and condition of the 

urban forest. This can be an expensive and time 

consuming exercise for many jurisdictions that 

often lack the necessary resources. There is also 

no corresponding standard for how to measure 

urban forests. The most common approach, 

measuring the extent of tree canopy coverage, 

presents many challenges. A recent report by 

Richardson and Moskal (2013) attempts to provide some guidance on how forest canopy 

coverage can be measured and discusses a case study using the City of Seattle as an example. In 

all cases, whether attempting to quantify canopy coverage or completing a tree inventory, 

understanding the inherent uncertainty in performing analyses is important. This is an area where 

regional entities such as DNR, the ROSS project or invested non-profits could provide valuable 

technical support. Providing technical, financial and capacity building resources to municipalities 
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on how to perform canopy coverage assessments and tree inventories could go a long way 

towards supporting successful urban forest management regionally. 

 

Define goals: Once jurisdictions have a clear understanding of the extent and condition of their 

urban forests, clear goals must be determined. Of critical importance to this process is to focus 

not only on what’s attainable, but what’s optimal. It is important to try and determine what goals 

would be the most beneficial to supporting ecosystem function and the ecological services 

forests provide and work backwards from there. Much research still needs to be done in 

understanding what this optimal baseline is, but there is a significant opportunity for regional 

stakeholders to provide some guidance in this area. Communicating clear regional and eco-

regional priorities for municipalities to use as guidance would greatly enhance the process and 

provide a valuable foundation for regional-scale impacts. 

 

Define strategies: Finally, once clear goals are set, community leadership and appropriate 

stakeholders need to define clear strategies for attaining urban forestry goals. These include tree 

protection and planting regulations as well as forming a clear and well communicated 

management plan. Because of the cross-disciplinary nature of tree and forest management within 

varying jurisdictional structures, these plans must be conveyed clearly and consistently. Without 

critical departmental buy-in and support, even comprehensive plans will fall short on 

implementation. As evidenced though the case study work presented below, including relevant 

city departments and elected officials in the planning process is essential. It is also important to 

recognize the adaptive nature of our forest systems and integrate adaptive management strategies 

into our planning efforts. Here again is an opportunity to share strategies and for regional entities 

to provide valuable support to municipal planning efforts.  
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(Adapted from the City of Kirkland Urban Forest Strategic Management Plan, 2013) 

Local urban forestry case studies 

For this report, we looked broadly at what urban and rural communities in the central Puget 

Sound region are doing to address urban forest management. We then selected four individual 

municipalities that span the urban to rural gradient and looked at them in more detail. In person 

and phone interviews were conducted with City staff in each of the selected municipalities. The 

result of these investigations, coupled with an understanding of what is happening at the regional 

and State level, is represented in the Key Takeaways section. Ideally these case studies and 

takeaways can serve as a resource for similar communities in the region. The hope is for this 

document to be the first in a series of steps toward a regional strategy for urban forest 

management in the Central Puget Sound region. 

 

Municipality Population Area (mi2) 
Canopy % 

(year) 
Tree Regs? UF Mgmt. Plan? Tree Board? 

Seattle 608,660 142.5 23% (2007) Yes Yes Yes (9) 

Tacoma 198,397 62.6 19% (2009) Yes No No 

Bellevue 122,400 34 36% (2007) Yes No Yes 

Everett 104,655 48.49 no data Yes No Yes (7) 

Renton 93,910 22.3 28.6 (2010) Yes Yes No 

Kirkland 80,738 18 40% (2010) Yes No No 

Redmond 54,144 16.6 no data Yes No Arborist 

Olympia 46,478 19 no data Yes No No 

Bremerton 39,251 32.29 no data Yes No Yes (8) 

Bothell 33,505 12 no data Yes No Yes (7) 

Mercer Island 22,699 13 41% (2007) Yes Yes Yes 

Kenmore 20,460 6.3 no data No No No 

Woodinville 10,938 5.7 34% (2007) Yes Yes Yes (5) 

North Bend 6,030 4.3 no data Yes No (not adopted) No 
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City of Everett 

Total Population: 104,655 – Urban | Area: 48.49 mi
2
 | Tree City: since 1993 

 

Urban Forestry Timeline 

1993 — Tree City designation. 

1993 — First tree policy and Public Tree Management Ordinance (development began in 1991). 

The final policy was approved by the Everett Park Board and Planning Commission on April 

27, 1993.  

1993 — First Tree Board 

2012 — Green Everett Partnership formed 

2013 — 20 Year Forest Management Plan as part of the Green Everett Partnership 

 

Context 

The City of Everett has been active in the urban forestry space for a long time. They were one of 

the earliest cities in Washington State to become a Tree City, joining the program 1993. One of 

the key advantages of this has been increased community involvement which is a critical 

component of driving support for urban forest management. Also in 1993, the city adopted a 

Public Tree Policy and a ‘City of Everett Public Tree Management Ordinance’. This ordinance 

authorized the formation of a Tree Committee as a subcommittee of the Everett Board of Parks 

Commissioners. This committee still exists and meets monthly, nine months out of the year. As 

designed, the Tree Committee works with the Board to review and make recommendations on 

issues of urban forestry and anything concerning the implementation of the Tree Policy. They are 

also responsible for compiling an annual State of the Urban Forest report which includes 

recommended actions for the coming year. Currently represented by seven members, the Tree 

Committee has broad citizen representation with a mission to protect, strengthen and expand 

Everett's urban forest through education, planning and maintenance. 

 

While the Tree Committee represents an important part of managing Everett’s urban forest, 

active urban forest management is led by two departments - Parks and Recreation and Public 

Works. The Parks Department manages an area of approximately 628 acres (excluding golf 

courses) across 44 locations. With a small staff, the main focus of management at this time is on 

maintaining critical infrastructure and planting new trees. As is relatively common in the urban 

areas of Puget Sound, much of the existing tree stock is aging. This presents significant 

management challenges and, combined with other key management priorities such as controlling 

invasive species and planting new trees, requires significant staff resources. The Parks 

Department currently employs one full-time horticulturalist and two full-time arborists with 

seasonal staff as necessary dedicated to tree management on park lands. The other significant 

player in urban forest management is the Public Works Department. They are responsible for 

managing the urban forest in all developed and undeveloped right-of-ways and open spaces. As 
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with the Parks Department, Public Works has extremely limited resources with no full-time staff 

dedicated to tree management. However, they play a critical role in maintaining existing street 

trees and working with neighborhoods to plant new trees. They often work with private 

landowners on managing the right-of-ways and partner with neighborhoods to manage tree 

planting programs.  

 

While Everett has been a strong proponent of urban forest management for over 20 years, they 

struggle with a lack of adequate funding to support planning work. The vast majority of the 

resources put towards urban forest management are used for the maintenance of existing street 

trees and urban forests, with little to no funding to support inventorying existing resources or 

planning for future management. With a small staff and significant existing management issues, 

much of the energy is spent dealing with critical issues. While the Tree Committee has 

recommended conducting a tree inventory and setting canopy coverage goals, for example, 

neither of these have been completed yet and there is no clear path towards adoption of such 

goals. Without a better understanding of the existing resource (location, age class, species, etc.) 

and a comprehensive plan for how to manage these resources, Everett will struggle with ongoing 

maintenance and delayed problems for the foreseeable future.  

 

In recognition of these challenges, one of the key opportunities that Everett has embraced of late 

is to form a partnership with the non-profit Forterra to create the Green Everett Partnership. 

Joining five other Puget Sound cities in recognizing the opportunities gained by partnering with 

other organizations and cooperating with other municipalities, Everett is working with Forterra 

to create and implement a 20-year forest management plan for 354 acres within the city. This is a 

unique and exciting way for communities with limited resources to build capacity, connect with 

and educate residents and businesses and, hopefully, create healthier and more ecologically 

diverse urban forests. Recognizing the integral role urban forests play in creating healthy, 

resilient communities, the Green Everett Partnership leverages regional goals and expertise to 

work with local residents, neighborhoods, nonprofits, businesses and the city government to 

prioritize and plan for healthy urban forests. 

 

Structure 

Parks and Recreation Department: 

The Parks and Recreation Department manages approximately 628 acres (excluding golf 

courses) of city-owned and -managed land (44 parks distributed across the city with 7 parks over 

30 acres. The largest, Forest Park, is approximately 197 acres). Of these over 600 acres, analysis 

completed as part of the Green Everett Partnership has identified approximately 354 acres of 

forested parkland that are in need of restoration and long-term maintenance (~2% of the city’s 

total land base). The Parks Department, within the Horticulture and Forestry Division, currently 

employs one full-time horticulturalist and two full-time arborists with seasonal staff as necessary 
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to maintain the existing forest resources. They are responsible for maintenance of the city’s trees 

and forested lands (including tree planting, watering, staking, fertilizing, pest management, 

trimming and removal) and they provide the majority of support to on-the-ground restoration 

projects. 

 

Public Works: 

The Public Works Department is responsible for managing the urban forest in all developed and 

undeveloped right-of-ways and open spaces. As with the Parks Department, Public Works has 

extremely limited resources with no full-time staff dedicated to tree management. They currently 

use one-eighth of one supervisor’s time to manage trees within city right-of-ways and utilities 

properties, and one-fourth of two crew member’s time to maintain clearances over sidewalks and 

streets. Public Works plays a critical role in maintaining existing street trees and working with 

neighborhoods to plant new trees. They often work with private landowners on managing the 

right-of-ways and partner with neighborhoods to manage tree planting programs. Since creating 

a tree-planting partnership program between residential and commercial property owners, Public 

Works has facilitated the planning of more than 4,675 street trees in over 20 neighborhoods 

throughout the city. Public Works coordinates with the Tree Committee to maintain a list of 

appropriate trees to plant. 

 

Tree Committee: 

A subcommittee of the board of Park Commissioners, Everett’s Tree Committee is responsible 

for making recommendations to the Parks Board on issues related to the implementation of the 

City’s Tree Policy. According to the Tree Committee’s most recent report, their primary goals 

include increasing the urban forest canopy on city-owned lands; optimizing species diversity; 

using native trees and understory plants where appropriate, improving communication with city 

boards, departments and elected officials; informing neighborhoods about the City’s free tree 

planting program, and educating residents and businesses about proper tree choices, care and 

pruning practices. The Tree Committee currently consists of 7 members and meets monthly, nine 

months out of the year. 

 

Green Everett Partnership: 

The City of Everett has joined five other Puget Sound cities in forming a partnership with 

Forterra to create the Green Everett Partnership. Together, the City and Forterra have developed 

a 20-Year Forest Management Plan. Initiated in 2012, the partnership began by evaluating the 

condition of Everett’s forested parklands and highlighted 354 acres that are in need of restoration 

or long-term maintenance. The 20-Year Forest Management Plan was completed in 2013 is 

dedicated to helping make Everett’s vision of a sustainable, healthy forest a reality. Its overall 

goal is to support the restoration and maintenance of the city’s forested parklands while fostering 
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appreciation and understanding of the long-term benefits that urban forests provide to the City of 

Everett. 

 

Key Takeaways 

• Everett is a large urban city with very limited resources set aside for urban forestry. Much 

of the current efforts within the City are geared towards necessary maintenance with little 

citywide planning efforts associated with urban forestry underway.   

• Leveraging partnerships to build capacity is critical to pursuing forward thinking urban 

forestry goals. Partnering with organizations such as Forterra to help drive critical urban 

forest management planning and implementation support is an important step for 

communities who currently lack capacity or financial resources. 

 

Key Challenges 

• Lack of capacity and resources. The City of Everett has been unable to invest in any 

significant urban forest planning outside of existing partnerships like the Green Everett 

Partnership. 
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City of Bremerton 

Total Population: 39,251 - Edge | Area: 23 mi
2
 | Tree City: since 1996 

 

Urban Forestry Timeline 

1996 — Municipal Tree Ordinance adopted into Municipal Code 

1996 — Tree City designation 

1997— Parks and Recreation Department completed Parks, Recreation & Open Space Plan 

2006 — University of Washington report on forest sustainability practices 

2013 — Tree Committee re-formed 

 

Context 

The city of Bremerton is a somewhat different from the other communities we've looked at, both 

in terms of size and location, but also in terms of demographics and economics. Bremerton has 

historically (and until relatively recently) relied on their forest resources to provide financial 

benefits to the community. That being said, they are currently in the process of revamping their 

existing program and are writing a new management plan to guide further management.  

 

Bremerton is a heavily forested community. Roughly half of the incorporated land (potentially 

closer to 60% if you include the recent SKIA annexation) is forested. 8,300 acres of this is 

managed by the Bremerton Water Utility (3,000 acres include the Union River Watershed). 

Because of this, large area forest management is an important component of Bremerton's forestry 

program. This is different from more predominantly urban communities such as Everett, 

Kirkland and Seattle. While some of these cities also maintain large forested areas for water 

supply purposes, Bremerton is somewhat unique in that these lands have historically been the 

main driver for forest management within the City. This has begun to change, however, as the 

rate of urban grown has accelerated over the past few years resulting in a growing appreciation 

for the role urban forests and street trees play in helping create vibrant urban communities. 

Within the past year, the City has reconvened its tree committee with the goal of advising City 

Council and City Staff working to maintain, improve, and protect the urban forest on City owned 

properties.  

 

Historically, the main focus of forest management in Bremerton was driven by the Water Utility 

with the goal to provide clean, unfiltered drinking water with limited timber revenue to support 

the utility operations and reduce rates. This has continued to be the main driver for large area 

forest management with a much stronger focus on sustainable forest management of late. In 2006 

the University of Washington reviewed the Water Utility’s harvesting and sustainability goals 

and proposed new management guidelines which have mostly been adopted. Currently, the 
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maintenance and support of ecosystem services drives forest management in the watershed itself. 

There is still limited harvesting, but most of this is in support of ecological goals. 

 

Recently, there has been renewed energy on how to think about and manage urban forests and 

street trees. There are a number of reasons driving this momentum, but the city is in the process 

of revamping their program and writing a new management plan to guide future management. 

The recently formed tree committee is an integral part of this process. While they’ve only had a 

few meetings thus far, the committee is considering issues of public safety (street and park trees 

and in public right-of-ways that could be issues for hazards/health), creating a list of 

recommended trees and working with the Department of Community Development to create and 

update tree ordinances. They are also exploring tree inventories and looking at other model urban 

forest management plans. 

 

The City recently annexed 3,300 acres of land adjacent to the Port of Bremerton. Much of this 

area is currently forested and the City has been actively exploring ways to develop some of this 

area while maintaining and enhancing the ecosystem services that these forested areas provide. 

This presents the City with a unique opportunity to create an innovative and robust urban forest 

plan building on the award winning subarea plan the City completed for the SKIA annexation. 

The goal of this subarea plan was to advocate and encourage economic development and 

environmental stewardship. Bremerton is at a turning point in how it approaches and perceives 

forest management. A renewed focus on sustainable management of its large forest holdings and 

a strong desire to develop an urban forest management plan present the City with a huge 

opportunity.  

 

Structure 

Public Works & Utilities — Forestry Division: 

The Forestry Division of Public Works & Utilities provides management and maintenance on 

83,000 acres of Water Utility forest lands and provides oversight for all forestry activities within 

the City. The majority of forestry management targets watershed management — providing 

clean, unfiltered drinking water with limited timber revenue to support the utility operations and 

reduce rates. The forestry manager, a full-time position, has been filled by the same person since 

1980. Over the years, the main focus of how these forests are managed has shifted from a 

mandate to provide revenue to reduce costs to more of a sustainable forest management 

approach. 

 

Parks & Recreation Department: 

The Parks & Recreation Department is responsible for management and maintenance of trees in 

city parks and street right-of-ways. A renewed emphasis is being placed on how these resources 
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are managed, with a particular focus on certain downtown streets and the recent annexation of a 

large forested area within the Port of Bremerton. 

 

The 1996 Municipal Code mandated that a Master Urban Tree Plan be developed for park and 

municipal trees. This mandate included an inventory of existing trees in these areas and an 

evaluation of the site and space factors which will “aid in the determination of those trees best 

suited for Bremerton’s urban environment and result in the development of a long-range plan for 

future planting and maintenance.” In  2007, the City completed a Parks, Recreation & Open 

Space Plan that addressed the need for forest management in individual parks. It also directed the 

Parks & Recreation Department to develop forest management plans for these parks. 

 

Tree Committee 

Bremerton re-formed its tree committee this year (2013) with the expressed goal of reviewing 

city policy regarding trees and urban forests. The Tree Committee serves as an advisory 

committee to the City Council and to City staff working to “maintain, improve and protect the 

urban forest on City owned properties.” It currently consists of 8 members and includes arborists 

and representatives from Forestry (Utilities), Parks and Public Works. The Committee is 

currently in the process of reviewing and providing guidance on existing municipal code as well 

as drafting language defining the role of the Tree Committee. 

 

Key Takeaways 

• As the City of Bremerton has developed, it has become more aware of the value and need 

for urban forests and urban forest management. The City should continue to build on this 

momentum and move forward by putting together an urban forest management plan. 

Continuing to look to other successful plans for guidance (including the cities of Seattle 

and Kirkland) will go along way toward helping move the project forward. 

• Bremerton has a unique opportunity to shift its forest management focus to be about both 

large-area sustainable management and urban forestry. The annexation of SKIA presents 

the City with a unique opportunity to leverage the work completed for the subarea plan to 

develop a comprehensive urban forestry plan. 

 

Key Challenges 

• A historic focus on resource management as a mechanism to offset municipal costs. 

Education and outreach on the importance of trees and urban forests could be a valuable 

addition to the dialogue. 
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City of Kirkland 

Total Population: 50,697 - Small Urban | Area: 11.12 mi
2
 | Tree City: since 2002 

 

Urban Forestry Timeline 

1997— Parks and Recreation Department completed Parks, Recreation & Open Space Plan 

2001 — Kirkland conducts a Tree Management Review, with recommendations to improve 

service levels in urban forestry 

2002 — Tree City designation 

2005 — Comprehensive Plan updated with canopy coverage goals (40%); Tree protection 

ordinance established  

2005 — First Urban Forester position established 

2005 — Green Kirkland Partnership established 

2008 — Kirkland adopts a 20-Year Forest Restoration Plan 

2011 — Urban Tree Canopy Assessment completed 

2013 — Urban Forestry Management Plan adopted 

 

Context 

Kirkland has been a leader of late in actively pursuing urban forestry initiatives and integrating 

forestry into city departments. This past June (2013), the City Council unanimously adopted an 

Urban Forestry Management Plan that, according to the report, lays the foundation for well-

coordinated, consistent, efficient, and sustainable urban forest management. The success of this 

plan was made possible by a number of key strategies, not the least of which was an extensive 

effort at outreach, feedback and engagement. City staff spent a lot of time before writing the 

plan, working to understand how the community values the urban forest. This, in turn, helped 

solidify Council support and contributed to its successful adoption. 
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Urban forest management has a strong recent history in Kirkland. There has been dedicated City 

staff supporting urban forest management in some capacity since 2004. Before this time, 

Kirkland actively engaged consultants to help integrate forestry into city ordinances and plans. In 

2001, Kirkland put together its first forest plan. While never officially adopted, its 

recommendations laid the groundwork for this year’s Urban Forestry Management Plan. One of 

the key lessons learned through this process was the importance of building support both within 

the community and within City departments. As part of the two year process leading up to the 

current plan, Kirkland spent a great deal of time soliciting feedback through online surveys, 

outreach meetings and focus group meetings with key stakeholders. These efforts provided a 

important understanding of how the community valued urban forestry and what some of the 

critical issues were. It also provided valuable input that helped shape the content of the final plan 

and helped drive overall support from Council. Kirkland was one of the few communities we 

spoke with who had pursued this level of community feedback and engagement. While there 

were lessons learned in regard to how this outreach process was conducted, it’s overall influence 

on the adoption of the plan was significant. 
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Another key component to Kirkland’s plan was to build on successful programs and plans 

adopted elsewhere. The City of Seattle has been using a model based on Clark et al. (1997) and 

Kenney et al. (2011) that attempts to outline a model for urban forest sustainability. Key to this 

model is the acknowledgement of three critical components to a successful plan: understanding 

the condition of the forest, engagement with the community and governmental entities, and a 

developing a plan for successful management. Within these three main categories, Clark and 

Kenney identify a number of indicators and metrics that can be used to frame overall goals, 

structure the management plan and track successful implementation. Kirkland used this same 

model when constructing their plan, resulting in a well-informed, well communicated and overall 

very solid urban forest management plan. 

 

While Kirkland has put together one the more robust urban forest management plans in the 

region, it is not without its challenges; probably the most significant of which is funding. A 

common sentiment among all the cities we looked at, the urban forestry program in Kirkland is 

very much beholden to Council support. While urban forestry has strong community support it is 

often one of the early programs to get cut when finances are short. Kirkland has been lucky over 

the past few years to have an urban forestry staff member who has maintained a level of 

continuity. That being said, a successful plan requires implementation and implementation 

requires a level of commitment among city staff. One of the main concerns we heard when 

discussing next steps was a potential lack of internal support for moving forward with 

implementation. In Kirkland, as in many communities, securing long-term funding for urban 

forest management is critical. Ultimately, if the goal is to create a sustainable urban forest to 

support the ecosystem services that make our communities more healthy and livable, we need to 

prioritize efforts to support ongoing planning and management 

 

Structure 

Planning & Community Development: 

The Planning Department is primarily responsible for development review, permit processing 

and code enforcement of urban forestry related issues. The City’s Urban Forester is based in the 

Planning Department. This position, currently funded half-time through the Surface Water 

Utility budget, is responsible for overseeing urban forestry goals citywide and for overall grant 

administration and project management for projects outlined in the department’s work program. 

The Urban Forester also plays a critical role in the development and management of the Urban 

Forestry Management Plan. The Planning Department contracts with a consulting arborist to 

assist in permit reviews. 

 

Parks Department: 

The Parks Department is responsible for care and maintenance of all formally landscaped areas 

within Kirkland parks. Overall, this occurs on an as-needed basis according to urgency and 
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budget availability. The Parks Department currently has four positions designated to tree care 

and maintenance. Three of these positions are funded by a recently-passed parks levy with the 

expressed goal to support the Green Kirkland Partnership. This partnership has been active since 

2005 and, since then, over 40 acres have been restored. 

 

Public Works Department: 

The Public Works Department is responsible for tree management in all City owned right-of-

ways. They are also responsible for stormwater mitigation strategies and for capital 

improvements related to street trees. They currently have one full-time staff dedicated to forestry 

operations.  

 

Note: Kirkland’s 2013 Urban Forestry Management Plan has a robust overview of how urban 

forestry is structured within City departments, including details on funding sources and overall 

responsibilities. 

 

Key Takeaways 

• Building community support and soliciting feedback is a critical component of creating a 

successful plan. 

• City Council support is critical. Connecting with Council early in the process is an 

important part of creating necessary buy-in and support. This is true of other City 

departments and critical staff as well. 

• Building on successful urban forest management plans of other cities is a useful way to 

gain early traction within the community and city agencies and to help provide guidance on 

key components of a successful plan.  

• Tree City designation is a good way to engage with communities. Improved incentives and 

tracking tools allows cities to advance on urban forestry objectives more effectively. 

 

Key Challenges 

• Long-term support for urban forestry programs. 

• Staff capacity and financial support. 
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City of North Bend 

Total Population: 6,030 - Rural | Area: 4.3 mi
2
 | Tree City: since 2011 

 

Urban Forestry Timeline 

2008 — Growth moratorium lifted 

2008 — Update of street tree requirements to Municipal Code  

2011 — Tree City designation 

2011 — Public tree inventory completed 

2011 — Draft Urban Forestry Plan 

 

Context 

The city of North Bend is the most rural community we talked with. Not only is it a small 

community in terms of population, but it is also small geographically. That being said, North 

Bend is the last city within the Mountains to Sound Greenway before Snoqualmie Pass and 

within a well forested region, with substantial public forest lands on three sides. It is also the 

youngest city of the cities we looked at to become a Tree City. North Bend is a particularly 

interesting community in that it is currently experiencing a level of growth not seen in many 

years. Between 1999 and 2008, North Bend instituted a growth moratorium due to water use 

constraints. This ban was lifted just as the real estate market collapsed and now that the economy 

is beginning to recover, North Bend is feeling significant growth pressures. The impact on this 

small, largely forested community has not been insignificant and, up until recently, the City had 

done limited to no urban forest planning.  

 

The City’s Comprehensive Plan and development regulations have reflected the importance of 

urban forests in shaping the character of the city for a number of years now. These policies and 

regulations represent a regulatory approach to preserving the existing urban forest canopy and to 

adding additional canopy as development occurs. Most of these regulations are geared toward 

private development, but the City’s street and landscape regulations require the planting of street 

trees on all public streets and right-of-ways.  

 

A few years ago, North Bend’s Department of Community and Economic Development began 

developing a number of sustainability initiatives. As part of this initiative, in 2011 the 

Community and Economic Development Department drafted an Urban Forestry Plan. It was 

clearly stated in this draft that “without an inventory and plan in place, the City’s growing 

resource of street and other public trees will become more difficult to properly manage and 

maintain, resulting in unhealthy and shorter‐lived trees, potential property damage, wasted 

resources, and unattractive streetscapes.” The importance of understanding the current condition 

of North Bend’s urban trees and planning for how they will be maintained in coming years was 

recognized and well documented in the draft plan. 
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As is the case in many of the communities we spoke with, overall community and City Council 

support is critical to moving a successful urban forest plan forward. North Bend is somewhat 

unique in both its size and the political leanings of Council. This is likely a reflection of both the 

community demographics as well as the recent history as a small, no-growth city. The result has 

been a stated concern from Council that adopting and implementing the draft urban forest plan 

will unnecessarily increase the size of government. As it stands now, a tree inventory has been 

completed for North Bend, but Council has not adopted the 2011 plan. North Bend has a unique 

opportunity to maintain its forested character while undergoing significant growth and change. 

But this will be difficult to achieve without proper foresight and planning for the future. With 

more focused outreach and engagement with both the community at large and within Council 

and City departments, North Bend may have a more successful time moving an urban forest plan 

to adoption. 

 

Structure 

Public Works Department:  

The North Bend Public Works Department is responsible for the care and management of the 

City’s public trees. One member of the department is appointed as a Tree Steward as part of their 

regularly assigned duties.  

 

Community and Economic Development Department: 

The CED Department was responsible for preparation of the draft Urban Forestry Plan. They 

also act as staff liaison to the Tree Board and oversee regulations governing the protection and 

management of public trees. 

 

Tree Board: 

Currently, the Tree Board consists of all members of the City of North Bend Parks Commission, 

an arborist or tree care professional as appointed by the Mayor, and the City’s Tree Steward. The 

role of the Tree Board is to advise the Community and Economic Development Department staff 

in the preparation and implementation of an Urban Forestry Plan; advise CED staff in preparing 

revisions to development regulations involving the protection, removal and replacement of trees; 

and to coordinate the City’s education and public outreach activities relating to trees, including 

the City’s annual recognition of Arbor Day. 

 

Key Takeaways 

• The importance of building political support, both within the community and among 

Council cannot be understated. In this case, the urban forest is a well-recognized asset, 

valued as part of the community’s character. Communicating and building support for what 

this means and how to plan for the future is critical. 
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Key Challenges 

• A less supportive political climate has made planning for the urban forest in this small but 

rapidly growing community difficult.  
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Key Takeaways 

In reviewing the current state of urban forestry within the Central Puget Sound, it is clear that 

there is a renewed emphasis on and increased understanding of the role our urban forests and 

urban ecology play in creating the kinds of places we want to live and work. The forests of the 

Pacific Northwest are helping shape who we are as a region and we, in turn, are shaping the 

future of our forests. In recognition of the important role these forests play in creating healthy, 

resilient urban communities, we need to appreciate the need for our management of these 

resources. Ultimately, if the goal is to create a sustainable urban forest to support the ecosystem 

services that make our communities more healthy and livable, we need to prioritize efforts to 

support ongoing planning and management. 

 

Local and Municipal Scale Lessons 

1. Funding to support robust management is critical — The long-term success of urban tree 

programs require adequate resources, both in terms of financial support and in capacity 

and technical knowledge. Municipal budgets can be quite complex and funding for 

programs that are inherently integrated within numerous departments can be difficult. In 

many cases, providing a centralized program to oversee urban forest management might 

help provide important oversight and capacity. 

2. Importance of integrating current science, incorporating adaptive management strategies 

and the use of an ecological framework is critical — Our understanding of urban ecology 

and urban systems science is constantly evolving. Where appropriate, incorporating 

current science is an important component of creating a successful program. This often 

requires adopting adaptive management strategies. Support from regional organizations 

(DNR, non-profits, PSRC) on the state of current science could be valuable to 

municipalities. 

3. Updating tree ordinances is important — Current regulatory approaches to forest 

management need to be revisited on a regular basis and should be informed by a 

management plan. 

4. Outreach and education is critical — As Clark (1997) highlighted, “communities must 

acknowledge that city trees provide a wide range of net benefits.” Communication of the 

overall benefits of urban forests to the larger community is critical in garnering long-term 

support within municipal government.  

5. Building support within municipal departments and with elected officials is an important 

component of success — It is not only important to build support within the local 

community, but it is also critical to engage with relevant city departments and council 

members to ensure overall support. 
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6. Knowing what you have is critical — Understanding the extent and condition of the 

urban forest is a critical first step in creating a successful management plan. The most 

common measurements are canopy coverage and tree inventories. These are often seen as 

expensive undertakings but they are a critical first step in the development of a 

management plan. Given the current lack of standards about how such analyses are 

completed, there is a huge opportunity for regional entities to provide guidance and 

resources in this capacity. 

7. Understanding the integrated role of the urban forest is important — Urban forestry is 

inherently cross-departmental. A successful management plan needs to be part of many 

different departmental programs (i.e. utilities, transportation, land use, planning, etc.).  

8. Attention to how urban forestry programs are structured across the region — Sharing 

approaches and learning from other communities is important. The City of Kirkland spent 

a good deal of time in their report looking at what other cities were doing and the impact 

that has on the structure of their respective plans. 

 

Regional Scale Lessons 

1. Importance of a regional initiative supporting urban forestry — Given the regional 

importance of maintaining and enhancing our urban forests, it is important that we, as a 

region, have a clear idea of what urban forestry looks like at the regional scale. The 

ROSS project is making significant inroads in this by focusing on open space at the 

regional-scale and how local- and community-scale initiatives plug into this larger 

context. Further research and development of regional goals would provide much needed 

guidance and direction to municipalities attempting to set urban forestry goals. 

2. Regional resource mapping — It’s important to not only understand the extent and 

condition of municipal urban forests, but it’s also important to understand how these 

forests fit into the regional context. Critical to investigating and building a regional 

approach to urban forestry is analyzing forest extent and condition at the regional scale. 

Mapping the regional resource could be a valuable addition to municipal programs in that 

it could lead the initial effort at inventorying and prioritizing and pave the way for more 

extensive investments in urban forest management at a municipal level. 

3. Regional efforts at defining standards — Ultimately, as we move closer to recognizing 

the eco-regional impact of managing our urban forests, we will need to provide solutions 

for monitoring change. In order to gauge success of urban forest programs into the future, 

we need to have a way of evaluating progress. Defining standards for how some of these 

measurements might be calculated would allow for consistency within the region and 

could help provide a better regional lens on management trends. 
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4. Incorporate climate change considerations into the planning horizon — Urban forest 

science and urban ecological science are rapidly evolving fields. Understanding how the 

effects of climate change will impact our forest resources into the future is an important 

component of this science and is particularly relevant at the regional scale. For example, 

a recent study by Kim et al. (2012) highlights potential changes to plant hardiness zones 

in the Puget Sound region and evaluates opportunities for considering climate change in 

urban forest plans. Further research into the impacts of climate change on our regional 

forests is important. 

5. Importance of incorporating adaptive management strategies into the regional discussion 

— A recent example from the City of Denver highlights the importance of the adaptive 

nature of urban systems and the need for our management plans to reflect this. Faced with 

a regionally new, highly-invasive pest that is threatening many of the deciduous trees that 

are an important to component to the quality of life in Denver, the City has had to adjust 

the current canopy and planning goals to address these new challenges. Producing a plan 

that allows and embraces the adaptive nature of our urban systems is critical. 
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Urban forestry resources for Puget Sound municipalities 

In the last two decades, we have witnessed a tremendous growth in the awareness of urban 

forests and preservation of open spaces. Resources, tools, and partnerships for managing urban 

forests as a public good have steadily increased at the national and state levels, many of which 

are used today by Washington municipalities. As of March 2013, 82 Washington municipalities 

have Tree City USA designation. Some municipalities have begun to inventory their trees and 

adopt urban forest management plans as more funding has been made available through the 

Washington Department of Natural Resources (DNR) from the Forest Service and from Arbor 

Day Foundation support. 

 

USDA Forest Service 

The primary source of funding for municipal urban forestry projects in Washington –and 

throughout the country– is the USDA Forest Service. The Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act 

of 1978 grants authority to the US Forest Service (USFS) to provide financial and technical 

assistance to states and private landowners on forestry issues, including urban forestry. This 

program is administered through state and territorial partners, most commonly through state 

forestry agencies. The Forest Service has developed an assessment tools known as i-Tree which 

is a great resource for communities to understand the function and the value of their urban 

forests. i-Tree assessments have been done in various cities in Western Washington to date.  In 

future years, USFS will be shifting focus of grants to landscape-scale projects. In Washington, 

DNR’s Urban and Community Forestry program is responsible for distributing Forest Service 

funds to communities and nonprofits throughout the state. 

 

Tree City USA 

The Arbor Day Foundation is a national nonprofit with the mission to “inspire people to plant, 

nurture, and celebrate trees.” Their Tree City USA recognition was created in 1972 and now 

recognizes over 3,400 communities across the country with tree management programs. 

Washington has 82 Tree City USA communities, the majority of which are in the Puget Sound 

Region. To become a Tree City USA city, municipalities must meet four standards:  

 

1. Have an active tree board or department, 

2. Adopt a tree care ordinance, 

3. Operate a community forestry program with an annual budget of at least $2/capita 

(includes all funds spent on tree care: budget for street tree dept./board, park 

department’s tree expenditures, dead tree removal), and 

4. Observation of Arbor Day and proclamation by mayor 
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The program is administered at the state level through the DNR’s Urban and Community 

Forestry program, which reviews applications and recognizes municipalities who have met these 

criteria. Tree City USA membership is an accessible way for communities–both large and small– 

to lay a foundation for a tree care program. Municipalities have also found that Tree City status 

boosts its community image, creates public pride in the community’s tree resources, and helps 

educate citizens about the value of urban trees. 

 

Washington State DNR Urban and Community Forestry Program 

In Washington, the DNR’s Community Forestry Program provides technical and financial 

resources to municipalities work to create or strengthen their urban tree care program. The 

purpose of DNR’s Urban and Community Forestry Program is to “educate citizens and decision-

makers about the economic, environmental, psychological, and aesthetic benefits of trees and to 

assist local governments, citizen groups, and volunteers in planting and sustaining healthy trees 

where people live and work in Washington”. Their mission is “to provide leadership to create 

self-sustaining urban and community forestry programs that preserve, plant, and manage forests 

and trees for public benefits and quality of life”.  

 

The Urban and Community Forestry Program is funded almost entirely from USDA Forest 

Service U&CF grants. The passage of the 2012 Capital Jobs Bill provided additional funding for 

urban forest restoration in Washington municipalities. The bill funded the creation of additional 

Washington Conservation Corps and Puget Sound Corps crews to assist municipalities with 

urban forestry activities, including invasive species removal and tree maintenance. The Urban 

and Community Forestry Program is small, however they have recently increased their 

geographic range by contracting with two conservation district staff members east of the 

Cascades. 

 

Community Forestry Assistance Grants 

DNR offers Community Forestry Assistance grants to municipalities across the state to make 

improvements to their urban forestry program. These grants can be used for a variety of urban 

forestry program components, including: the creation of tree inventories, tree ordinances, and 

urban forest management plans; restoration projects; and educational programs. From 2001 to 

2011, DNR awarded over 140 grants to municipalities and community groups throughout 

Washington. These grants provide an important source of funding for most municipalities who 

are working on creating UCF programs or ratcheting up the performance of existing programs. 

 

Tree City USA Support 

The Urban and Community Forestry Program also administers the Arbor Day Foundation’s Tree 

City USA program in Washington. DNR helps promote the program and helps communities 

work through the application process, which includes establishing a tree boards and writing a 
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tree ordinance. DNR works with municipalities to educate city council members, provides 

examples of successful tree board structure, and assists planners in writing and implementing 

tree ordinances.  

 

Non-Governmental Resources 

Several nonprofit organization in the region have consistently partnered with municipalities to 

support urban forestry goals. Examples include: 

 

Regional Open Space Strategy for Central Puget Sound 

With the support of the Bullitt Foundation, the Green Futures Lab (GFL) and the Northwest 

Center for Livable Communities (NWCLC) of the UW College of Built Environments are 

developed a Regional Open Space Strategy (ROSS). Through a process of working together with 

local and regional partners and stakeholders, the ROSS is identifying measures to conserve and 

enhance open space systems that contribute to the ecological, economic, recreational and 

aesthetic vitality of our region. This work is done through, reaching out to organizations and 

agencies, engaging the public, establish goals, objectives and basic concepts.  

Starting with one watershed pilot project and undertaking an ambitious educational program, 

ROSS looks to implement regional strategies, incorporating mapping and graphic analysis, 

establishment of partnerships and building public awareness of regional goals. 

 

Green Cities Program 

The Green Cities Program began in 2004, forming a partnership between the City of Seattle and 

Forterra (formerly Cascade Land Conservancy). Forterra has partnered with six municipalities as 

part of the Green Cities Program since then in Seattle, Kirkland, Tacoma, Kent, and Everett. 

Forterra supports municipalities in developing long-term management plans, goals, and a shared 

vision for the future of their urban forest. The Green Cities Program focuses primarily on natural 

public lands, i.e. parks and open space, and does not focus on street trees or private lands. The 

Green City Partnership has three core goals:  

 

1. To connect people to nature and improve the quality of life in cities by restoring urban 

forests and natural areas; 

2. Galvanize an informed, involved, and active community around restoration and 

stewardship of our shared natural areas; and 

3. Enhance the long-term sustainability of urban natural areas by removing invasive plants 

and maintaining functional ecosystems, and by establishing the resources to carry the 

program into the future. 
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“Overlapping programs from nonprofits and city entities foster learning in the community, as 

well as a greater stake in the health and care of the urban forest.” (Urban Forests Case Studies, 

2013). 

 

EarthCorps 

EarthCorps, a year-long program for young adults, works collaboratively with municipalities 

throughout the region to conduct community-based environmental restoration. EarthCorps crews 

are contracted by municipalities to work on a variety of urban forestry projects, including 

invasive weed removal, tree planting, and community engagement. EarthCorps crews have 

worked with over dozens of municipalities in the region, providing valuable services and 

educating young adults about the value of the urban forest. 

 

Many of these resources are used by Puget Sound regional municipalities; however we expect 

that many of the smaller to medium-sized cities in the region do not have full knowledge of all of 

the tools, information, and financial resources available to them.  
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Process: 

Case Study Methods: 

To further investigate the state of urban forestry in the Puget Sound region and to glean a better 

understanding of how municipalities are integrating urban forestry into their plans and policies, 

we have conducted case studies of four different municipalities. This allows for a deeper 

investigation into what municipalities in the region are doing and helps us answer questions 

about where municipalities are today, how they got where they are, and why they chose to 

implement certain policies and programs. Case studies are best used when asking “how” and 

“why” questions about a contemporary set of events (Yin 2008) and for creating a narrative of 

unique or innovative cases.  

 

To select case studies for this report, we used an information-oriented selection method 

(Flyvbjerg, 2001). This allowed us to select case studies on the basis of our expectations of the 

types of information we would gather in each municipality. In this case, the selection process 

considered the municipalities’ existing urban forestry programs and policies, their size (i.e. 

population), the area of public vs. private land, and associated partnerships with nonprofits. 

The goal was to select four municipalities with a diversity of programs and policies for further 

investigation.  

 

Specifically for each case study, we attempted to describe: 

 Components of the current urban forestry programs (e.g. policies, programs, and staff) 

 Resources being used for urban forestry program 

 Program successes and failures 

 Barriers to future success 

 Relationships to nonprofits, neighboring municipalities, and community 

 Innovative strategies 

 

To gather this information, we included information gathered from documentation (i.e. city 

website, tree ordinances, meeting minutes) and in-person and phone interviews with key urban 

forestry actors. The result is a narrative describing the current state of urban forestry efforts in 

each of the four municipalities, individual conclusions about their successes and failures, and 

recommendations for future program direction. 
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